
Commerce Sync was easy to install 

and activate - Arts A Poppin’ was up 

and running in under five minutes 

and data begin transferring the 

very next day.

The owners of Arts A Poppin’  

enjoy connecting customers to 

unique, handmade products,  

while Commerce Sync automates 

their bookkeeping.

Arts A Poppin’

Art-loving sisters capitalize on time saved by  
Commerce Sync to share their love for local art
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Work Smarter. Live Better.

“Upgrading to Clover 

and syncing it with 

QuickBooks saves us at 

least 15 hours or more 

a week on bookkeeping 

activities.”

The resurgence of downtown living and buying locally hasn’t skipped the 

Massachusetts Avenue Art District in Indianapolis, Indiana. That’s where 

sisters Jill Kinsinger and Lorri Potter opened Arts A Poppin’, an artisan gift 

shop featuring 170 local and national artists. Their downtown storefront 

is a mecca for anyone seeking unique and eclectic pieces, while offering 

a venue for artists to sell directly to neighborhood residents and tourists. 

On any given day, shoppers in this quaint and popular district can find 

handmade jewelry, pottery, glass, wood, textiles, soap, candles and garden 

art.



ABOUT COMMERCE SYNC

Commerce Sync automatically 

transfers sales information to 

QuickBooks or Xero every day.

Learn more at  
commercesync.com

When Jill and Lorri opened, they rang up sales using a simple cash register 
and manually logged their transactions into QuickBooks where Lorri spent 15 
hours each week dutifully keeping their books. Even though she’s well versed 
in accounting and bookkeeping, there were plenty of other things she could be 
doing with her time. 

“We were very busy all the time,” she said. “Retail is a challenge these days 
because consumers purchase a lot differently now than in the past, so finding 
ways to draw them into the store is challenging.”

For a decade, Jill and Lorri operated a local co-op together, but it wasn’t until a few years ago that they decided to 
merge the concept of a cooperative shop with a network of artists and makers in their community. The result is a 
high-traffic, high-quality gift shop in a busy shopping district that houses a funky mix of products made in Indiana 
and beyond. The sisters revel in connecting customers with one-of-a-kind gifts in a sincere effort to keep local 
artistry alive through direct wholesale or consignment agreements with artists.

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

RESULTS

When they decided to make the switch from an outdated cash register to 
a Clover Point of Sale (POS) system, the Clover team suggested Commerce 
Sync, and the sisters signed up right away. The activation process was simple 
and their daily sales information began seamlessly transferring into their 
QuickBooks account the very next day. 

By installing a POS system and syncing it with QuickBooks via Commerce Sync, 
the sisters can focus on how to grow and evolve their retail shop. With the 15 
hours a week they’re saving by avoiding manual entry, they can double up 
on efforts to find the next best products to sell to a growing demographic of 
customers. 

They’ve got many more hours per week that they can now use to focus on what 
matters most – connecting customers to the perfect piece of art. Jill and Lorri 
have dreams of expanding to a second location and selling their goods online – 
and they’re already on their way with the automated bookkeeping foundations 
they now have in place. 

ADVICE ON STARTING 
YOUR OWN BUSINESS

Have a business plan, and then 
reinvent it over and over.  Keep 
track of where you’ve been so 
you can see how far you have 
come and where you are going 
to grow next!
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http://commercesync.com
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http://twitter.com/commercesync

